
A helpful farmer 
John Dean, Footpath Secretary, North Mymms 

 Footpaths established by law in 1949 have not all stood the test of time. Then a path may have emerged on to a quiet lane giving a pleasant walk to another path a few hundred yards away, but in the intervening years that quiet lane may have become a busy road or even a dual carriageway.   At Tollgate Farm, near Colney Heath, path 55 went from the Barnet bypass to Tollgate Road; then the bypass was replaced by the A1(M) and two lanes to Colney Heath were stopped-up, greatly increasing the traffic on Tollgate Road. The farmer, Lindsay Sinclair, takes a different view; he thinks the road has become a short-cut to the M25.   Path 55 now connects with a bridge over the A1(M) and emerges on to Tollgate Road on a long curve; add a lack of verges and one has a risky walk to path 29, an attractive route to North Mymms Church renowned for its snowdrops in February.    With other paths at Tollgate Farm unsatisfactory for us or awkward for Lindsay, I wrote to him with a list of suggested changes for our mutual benefit. He said the legal costs would be too high but he has given us two permissive paths. First, use of part of his concrete farm-track to avoid a circuitous route near the motorway; and second, a link from path 55, along the edge of his field, adjacent to Tollgate Road, to a point opposite path 29 where he has put in a gate. He also plans to plant some more hedging next season. The link path is not ideal with traffic whizzing by, but it is still a generous gesture from Lindsay who has met all the costs, getting nothing in return.   My suggestion had been safer—moving the cross-field part of path 55, starting opposite path 29 then going across the field and joining path 52, which goes to the bridge. It is better for us and better for Lindsay because the field is narrower here, so uses less land.   But even if he agreed to this and my other suggestions, there is no guarantee that the changes would be made. Quite rightly, anyone could object; if their views prevailed, my plans and Lindsay’s costs would be lost. So one can understand his reluctance to seek legal changes.   I have long argued that if farmers want to change the path network for their own convenience then they should pay the costs, but if proposals are made for the benefit of users, costs should come from public funds. The expense (and long delays) of getting changes probably helps to protect our Rights of Way but also leaves us with a lot of useless paths. One possible solution is something like temporary diversions, if farmers and users agreed. They should be quick and cheap to process and regularly reviewed. People are more likely to walk if they have attractive and safe places close to their homes, so it is time our Rights of Way are made fit-for-purpose to cope with the demands of the 21st century. 


